
7:00 AM to 8:00 AM 

AZ BILTMORE ~ AZ FALLS @ G.R. Herberger Park 
Travel Time : About 10 Minutes 

Preparation: All seats should receive a Remake Hat and a Bottle of Water. You may 

decide to hand out your bag of special doodads as people arrive on the bus, or place 

them on seats (time willing)…but keep in mind that we have planned for only 48 

guests to receive your special doodads. Be sure your guests can see the name of your 

bus (on notebook). We start loading as soon as the buses have arrived. 

 

Introduce yourself, your co-host, and the bus driver. Reiterate 

the theme of your bus. 

Give a First Aid overview… 

Tell the guests that they will be receiving 4 bottles of water a 

piece. Encourage them to drink between stops (all of the water is 

stored with each individual bus). 

Tell them that if they feel unusually dizzy, begin to hear a 

ringing in the ear, or seem to be overheating, immediately return to 

ANY bus, and we can get them cooled down and offer any 

assistance needed. Remind them NOT to overexert themselves. 

Encourage the use of the sunscreen bottle on your bus (they 

will be available in the waiting lobby before boarding, also). 

HISTORICAL POINTS OF INTEREST: 

 

(behind)Wrigley Mansion - Completed in 1931, the mansion was built by chewing gum 

magnate William Wrigley Jr. as a 50th wedding anniversary present for his beloved wife, 

Ada. Currently, the mansion operates as a private club featuring world-class cuisine.  

(on left)Piestewa {PIE-ES-TA-WAH}(Squaw) Peak – Recently renamed for first AZ 

American Indian woman killed in battle. Used as the “central” point in Phx. @ 2,608 ft. 

(on left)Camelback Mountain and Echo Canyon Recreation Area – Named as it looks 

like a seated camel silhouette on the desert floor, along with the Praying Monk rock 

formation. The 76-acre park is a favorite hiking and climbing spot. Height = 2,704 ft. 

AD LIBBING NOTES:                   



8:00 AM to 9:00 AM 

AZ FALLS ~ TEMPE SOUTH BEACH @ Tempe Town Lake 
Travel Time : About 15 Minutes 

Preparation: Hand out bottles of water to those that want them, as they enter bus. 

Allow guests to have food with them…collect any trash with bag. Continue to collect 

trash throughout tour, as we have to clean out our bus at the end of tour. 

 

Remind guests of water and sunscreen, and to beware of  

over-exertion. 

HISTORICAL POINTS OF INTEREST:                                                               

(behind)AZ Falls - Named for an elevation drop on the Arizona Canal in 1884, W.J. 

Murphy owned the land around it and made it into a little oasis. This attraction was short-

lived, however, for in 1902 a small hydroelectric power plant was built over the falls.  In 

1910 construction began on a larger plant at the falls which was in continuous use until 

1950. The Salt River Project rejuvenated the area in 2003 as the Arizona Falls 

Hydroelectricity Project, which includes an improved park, a dance floor, waterfalls, and 

a new hydroelectric generator designed to be used as an educational facility for local 

schools.                                                                                                                              

(on right)Papago Park - This fabulous park, located on 1,200 acres of rolling desert hills 

and rugged mountains, features a golf course, museums, picnic areas, fishing lagoons, 

hiking trails and the Hole-In-The-Rock landmark. It is also an infamously cruisy site.   

(on left)Desert Botanical Gardens – This unique garden, founded in 1937, displays one 

of the most extensive collections of desert plants in the world. The private, nonprofit 

museum sponsors internationally-recognized programs in research, plant conservation 

and environmental education.                                                                                            

(on right)Phoenix Zoo – The Phoenix Zoo is the nation's largest privately-owned 

nonprofit zoological park. The Zoo is home to more than 1,300 animals, including 150 

endangered or threatened birds, mammals and reptiles from around the world. 

AD LIBBING NOTES:                   
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.harriesheder.com/azf.htm
http://www.harriesheder.com/azf.htm


9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

TEMPE SOUTH BEACH ~ ROSSEN/LATH HOUSE 
Travel Time : About 20 Minutes 

Preparation: Hand out bottles of water to those that want them, as they enter bus.  

Remind guests of water and sunscreen, and to beware of  

over-exertion. 

HISTORICAL POINTS OF INTEREST: 

(behind)Tempe Town Lake/Mill Avenue Bridge - In 1931, crews constructed the Mill 

Avenue bridge across the Salt River where Hayden's Ferry (the original name of Tempe) 

had crossed 60 years earlier. It served as the main connection over the river for the 

horseless carriages. On Nov. 7, 1999, Tempe Town Lake was opened to the public. 

(on right)AZ State University – Established in Tempe in 1885 by an act of the 

Thirteenth Territorial Legislature, ASU was initially formed as a teachers college. The 

core of the Tempe campus was a donated twenty-acre cow pasture and was an institution 

to train public school teachers, and provide instruction in agriculture and the mechanical 

arts. Arizona State University is now one of the premier metropolitan public research 

universities in the nation. The enrollment totals more than 57,000 undergraduate, 

graduate, and professional students on three campuses across Phoenix. 

(on left)Sun Devil Stadium – Sun Devil Stadium was completed midway through the 

1958 football season. The first game played there, against Texas Tech, attracted a record 

crowd of 27,000. In the 1970s new decks were built, and the number of seats grew to 

over 70,000. Sun Devil Stadium now has a three-level press box, luxury sky boxes, and 

seating for 73,656 people. It is now the home field for the ASU Sun Devils. 

(on right)Tovrea Castle – The castle sits atop a cactus-covered hill like a giant tiered 

wedding cake. This one-of-a-kind castle was built in the 1920's by Alessio Carraro and 

sold shortly thereafter to cattle baron Edward Tovrea. The castle reflects the rustic 

elegance of 1900 Arizona. Now owned by the city of Phoenix, the castle is an historic 

preservation project of the Phx Historic Preservation Office. The castle currently is not 

open to the public. 

(on left)Pueblo Grande Archaelogical Park – The park includes an actual Hohokam 

culture ruin and an on-site museum featuring exhibits of the Hohokam and other cultures 

of the Southwest. 

(on right)AZ Science Center and Civic Plaza – The Arizona Science Center offers 

hands-on, eye-opening fun with more than 300 interactive exhibits, a state-of-the-art 

planetarium, five-story giant-screen theater, live demonstrations, and traveling 

exhibitions. The Civic Plaza and Convention Center built in 1969 will be undergoing a 

renovation soon to triple its size, and currently offers 302,000 sq ft of usable space. 

 

AD LIBBING NOTES:                   
 



10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

ROSSEN/LATH HOUSE ~ BANK ONE BALLPARK 
Travel Time : About 10 Minutes 

Preparation: Hand out bottles of water to those that want them, as they enter bus.  

Remind guests of water and sunscreen, and to beware of  

over-exertion. 

HISTORICAL POINTS OF INTEREST: 

(behind)Rossen/Lath House/Heritage Square -Historic Heritage Square is a striking 

remnant of Phoenix’s Victorian past. The Rosson House is the cornerstone of a city block 

dating from the late 1800s. Museums, shops and restaurants now inhabit the block, which 

is the only remaining group of residential structures from the original townsite of Phx. 

(on left)Geographic Center of Phoenix/Patriots Square –at Washington and Central is 

the Geo. Cntr. of Phoenix addresses, and Patriots Square featuring 2 ½ acres of open 

space with grass, trees, benches, an outdoor performing arts stage and food kiosks. The 

square was named “Patriots” as it sits between Washington and Jefferson Streets. 

(on left)Old and (on right)New City Halls– In building the new, the old was also 

renovated for a total price of 83 million, and incorporated the historic Orpheum Theatre. 

(on right)Dodge Theatre –The Dodge Theatre is a state of the art entertainment venue 

designed specifically for concerts, Broadway shows, family stage shows, boxing, and 

convention meetings and can seat over 5,000. 

(on left)Sandra Day O’Connor US Courthouse – Completed in 2000 it represents a 

courthouse of the 21st century, a glass-box containing an enormous public atrium. 

(on right)Wesley Bolin Plaza & USS AZ Memorial Anchor – honors the late AZ 

governor. The plaza covers two square blocks of the State Capitol grounds and is the site 

of 23 memorials. On the eastern tip rests the anchor of the USS Arizona, sunk during the 

Japanese raid on Pearl Harbor in 1941. The plaza is a frequent site for political rallies, 

peaceful demonstrations and memorial ceremonies. 

(on right)AZ State Capitol Bldg – Phx not original capitol…it was Prescott! The statue 

Winged Victory sits atop the solid copper dome…AZ is known as a Copper State. 

(on right)Pioneer Military Memorial Cemetery - serves as a monument to the pioneer 

families of Arizona. The cemetery is the final resting place to notable figures in AZ 

history & folklore, including John T. Alsap, who was the first Mayor of Phoenix in 1881, 

and Jacob Walz, the Dutchman of Superstition Mountain fame. Walz and his legendary 

"Lost Dutchman" gold mine have become part of the internationally-known folklore of 

the SW United States. The historic Smurthwaite House was relocated to the park and will 

house archives for burial records, obituaries and other data for historic cemetery sites. 

(on left)Carnegie Library – In Jan. 1904, Andrew Carnegie gave Phx $25,000 to build 

this wonderful library and it opened in 1908. After renovation, it is again open to public. 

(on left)Luhrs Towers/America West Arena – The Luhrs is the only Art-deco 

skyscraper in Phx. AWA is the home of Phx Suns, Phx Coyotes, AZ Rattlers arena 

football team and Phx Mercury (WBA), the one million-square-foot, 20,000-seat, 

multipurpose arena opened on June 1, 1992. 

AD LIBBING NOTES:                   



11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

B O B ~ STEELE INDIAN SCHOOL PARK 
Travel Time : About 10 Minutes 

Preparation: Hand out bottles of water whether they want em or not as they enter 

bus. Allow guests to have food with them…collect any trash with bag. 

Remind guests of water and sunscreen, and to beware of  

over-exertion. Explain shade concept in AZ! 

HISTORICAL POINTS OF INTEREST:                                                               

(behind)Bank One Ballpark - BOB opened in 1998, and is a state-of-the-art multipurpose facility with a 

retractable roof and natural turf field. This is the home of the 2001 World Series champions, the AZ Diamondbacks.                                                                                                                              

(on right)AZ Republic Newspaper – The newspaper of record for AZ over its 112-year 

history. As the US’s 13
th

-largest daily newspaper, The AZ Rep is an institution in the 

Grand Canyon State.                                                                                                          

(on right)Japanese Friendship Garden – Ro Ho En features more than 1,500 tons of 

handpicked rock, more than 50 varieties of plants, flowing streams, a 12-foot waterfall 

and a Koi pond. The Garden is the product and shared cultural vision of the Sister Cities 

of Phoenix and Himeji, Japan.                                                                                            

(on right)Deck(Hance)Park and Tunnel – Affectionately called Death Park Tunnel...an 

homage to the bad drivers in Phx! The rolling greenery of the Margaret T. Hance (named 

after a mayor) Park, also known as Deck Park sits atop the I-10 “tunnel” under Central 

Avenue. The tunnel is actually a series of side-by-side bridges spreading about a ½ mi 

from 3rd Avenue on the west to 3rd Street on the east. It is the city's second-largest park 

(the largest is old Encanto Park). Deck Park is a good place from which to survey 

revitalized downtown neighborhoods and to appreciate the expansions and renovations of 

nearly all the area's museums. It used to be the home of AZ Pride Day in April.                                                                                           

(on right)Burton Barr Public Library –  Opened in 1995, this 5-floor, 280,000 sq ft 

library houses 1 million volumes and is the nucleus of a 13-branch system. Designed by 

local celebrity architect William Bruder, natural light, spacious reading and browsing 

areas and wonderful uptown views make visiting the library a pleasure. 

(on right)Phx Art Musuem – The largest in the SW, the Museum features over 16,000 

art works in its collection of American, European, Asian, Latin American, Contemporary 

and Western American art and fashion design, and hosts half a million visitors each year. 

(on right)Heard Museum – The Heard focuses on the cultures and arts of Native 

Americans and the Southwest. The museum also is known for its world-famous 

collection of kachina dolls.  

(on left)Park Central Mall – Built in 1957, it is Phx’s first and oldest shopping mall. 

AD LIBBING NOTES:                   
 

 

 



At this point, the tour is done! 

 

Invite everyone on board to Swing Thru Arizona over Martin 

Luther King Holiday in January 2005  

with Bill Eyler and Andy Shore! 

 

Be sure to give out dangle packets to everyone on the bus, 

including yourselves! 

 

Please pass around a hat (on the sly) to tip your bus driver! Its 

best not to ANNOUNCE we are collecting a tip…start at the 

back of the bus, work your way forward, then, after the 

passengers have left, surprise the driver! They work hard, too! 

 

Remember…we have to clean up our bus! 

 

Congratulations on a successful tour! You’ve made these guests 

very happy! Our club continues to succeed, and gets high regards 

from other clubs with dancers like you! 

 

The following pages have more tour information on Steele 

Indian School Park and a history of the Biltmore Block (as we get 

closer to the hotel). The entrance on Missouri has excellent 

examples of the Biltmore Block. 



Steel Indian School Park 

This 75-acre facility was just dedicated in November (2001) and rejuvenates the 

site of the Phoenix Indian School, which closed in 1990 after being an educational and 

meeting center for nearly a century. 

Steel Indian School Park is billed as "An Oasis in the City," the park is comprised 

of four main areas. The Entry Garden features a spiraling walkway that descends 

gradually into the earth. Along the path are a variety of native plants and Native 

American poems etched into the concrete. A pool of water marks the end of the trail. 

The Circle of Life is the heart of the park and contains the buildings of the old school 

and the cistern. Renovations of the buildings proceed, as the privately donated funds 

become available. The Dining Hall, originally completed in 1904, will be used as an 

American Indian Cultural Center. The Grammar School, built in 1931 will house 

administrative offices for the Phoenix Parks. Memorial Hall, which dates back to 

1922, will be available as an auditorium for community events. To the North is an 

amphitheater with grass seating for up to 1500 and a stage that will accommodate a 

symphony orchestra. 

The Phoenix Green consists of 30 acres of rolling grass, clusters of trees, picnic 

ramadas, and meandering walkways. There is a 2.5 acre lake in the shape of a bird. 

Intended to be a shady area, the Green contains deciduous and evergreen trees from 

throughout the state. 

The Northwest area of the park is known as the Neighborhood Park and features 

sand volleyball courts, basketball courts, and a playground. Ramadas are available and 

provide shade for parties and picnics. Views of the downtown skyscrapers can be seen, 

but the vast space and scenery make it easy to forget you're downtown.  

About the Indian School 

 The land was sold to the federal government in 1891 and became the site 

of the Phoenix Indian Industrial Training School. Almost a century later, the federal 

government closed the Phoenix Indian School and traded the 110-acre property to a 

Company in Florida in exchange for over 100,000 acres in the Florida Everglades and 

$35 million to the Arizona Indian Education Trust Fund. 

About Steele 

The Phoenix Community Alliance (PCA), a coalition of business and community 

leaders, became an influential force in determining the future of the site. In 1991 when 

the property traded, PCA recognized that the City of Phoenix did not have funds to begin 

significant park development for several years and immediately sought a major 

contributor of funds. The Chairman of the Steele Foundation—named after local 

businessman and philanthropist Horace C. Steele—supported park development and the 

Foundation committed $2.5 million. 

The cost of the completed 75-acre park is estimated at $14 million. 

 

It is now the home of AZ Pride Day in April. 

 



Arizona Biltmore “Block” 
The only existing hotel in the world with a Frank Lloyd Wright-influenced 

design, The Arizona Biltmore has been an Arizona landmark since its opening 75 years 

ago on February 23rd, 1929 when it was crowned "The Jewel of the Desert." Consulting 

architect Frank Lloyd Wright, who collaborated with former student Albert Chase 

McArthur, inspired the resort’s design. 

 

Perhaps the most obvious and dramatic design link to Wright is the use of 

indigenous materials that led to the creation of the "Biltmore Block." The pre-cast 

concrete blocks were molded on-site and used in the total construction of the resort. 

Designed by Emry Kopta, a prominent southwestern sculptor, the "Biltmore Block" 

features a geometric pattern inspired by the trunk of a tree. 

 

In 1930, when the estimated $1 million construction cost doubled, Chicago 

chewing gum magnate William Wrigley, Jr., one of the original investors in the project, 

became the sole owner. Over the course of the next 44 years, the Wrigley family owned 

and operated the Arizona Biltmore. It became world renowned as the preferred luxury 

oasis for celebrities, heads of states, captains of industries and other famous travelers. 

 

In May of 1973, the Wrigley family sold the Biltmore to Talley Industries, which 

closed the resort for renovations that summer. During the installation of a new sprinkler 

system, a welding torch ignited the gold leaf ceiling in the main lobby resulting in a six-

alarm fire. Taliesin Associated Architects (of Taliesin West) was commissioned to design 

and supervise not only the construction of the damaged floors, but a renovation of the 

resort-at-large. 

 

As in 1929, concrete blocks were molded on-site; patterns from the early 1920's 

were woven into carpets ordered from Ireland, and designs for furniture, fabrics and 

murals were selected with the integrity of the architecture in mind. The project was 

completed in a record 82 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


